The influence of repeated pain stimulation on the emotional aspect of pain: a preliminary study in healthy volunteers
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Purpose: Pain is a multidimensional experience with sensory-discriminative, cognitive-evaluative, and affective-motivational components. Emotional factors, such as unpleasantness or anxiety, are known to have influence on pain in humans. Repeated painful stimulation has been reported to reduce subjective pain intensity. Nevertheless, there is little evidence of the influence of such stimulation on the emotional factors of pain. The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of repeated painful stimulation on the experience of unpleasantness and anxiety.

Materials and methods: Eight subjects (six females, two males) volunteered to participate in this study. Subjects received repeated painful stimulation for 3 consecutive days each instance lasting 6 seconds, 60 times per day, on the medial side of the forearm of the nondominant hand. We examined the following items to evaluate changes of responses to painful stimulation: pain thresholds, pain tolerance levels, pain intensities, unpleasantness, and anxiety. Furthermore, pain thresholds and pain tolerance levels were compared between different sites on the ipsilateral and contralateral forearms.

Results: No immediate or chronological changes in pain thresholds or pain tolerance levels were observed. Pain intensities were reduced significantly over the 3-day experimental period (P<0.05). On the other hand, there was no great change in unpleasantness during the 3-day period. Anxiety was increased significantly after the painful stimulation compared with that without the painful stimulation and before day 1 of the stimulation (P<0.05).

Conclusion: These results suggest that repeated painful stimulation may result in habituation to pain intensities but not habituation to emotional factors.
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Introduction
Pain usually has a strong negative affective component. The International Association for the Study of Pain proposes that pain is “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage”.1 The experience of pain in humans is a multidimensional phenomenon manifesting sensory-discriminative, cognitive-evaluative, and affective-motivational components.2 The sensory-discriminative dimension identifies the location, timing, and physical characteristics of the noxious stimulation, and prompts withdrawal reflexes to prevent or limit tissue damage. The affective-motivational dimension, which is the one most closely linked with emotion, underlies the unpleasantness associated with exposure to a noxious stimulation and activates defensive behaviors, such as escape and recuperation, which enable the individual to cope with the noxious stimulation. The cognitive-evaluative dimension influences the appraisal of the meanings and
consequences of an injury or pain. Therefore, the experience of pain is modulated by a complex set of emotional, attention, mood, environmental, and psychophysiological variables.\textsuperscript{3,4}

In sensory systems, repeated stimuli elicit progressively smaller responses. This phenomenon is defined generally as “habituation”.\textsuperscript{5} Habituation has been described in the blink reflex evoked by muscle electrical stimulation,\textsuperscript{6} the electroencephalogram arousal response following sudden stimulation,\textsuperscript{7} the somatosensory-evoked potential,\textsuperscript{8} and evoked potentials by painful dental stimulation and innocuous auditory stimuli in humans.\textsuperscript{9,10} Recently, repetitive painful stimulation in healthy subjects was reported to decrease pain perception over time and cause habituation.\textsuperscript{11,12} Functional imaging studies showed that habituation to pain in healthy controls is associated with increased activity in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex.\textsuperscript{11,13} Given the important role of the rostral anterior cingulate cortex in the endogenous modulation of pain,\textsuperscript{14,15} this finding suggests that habituation to pain involves central antinociceptive systems.\textsuperscript{12,16,17}

The majority of past studies on habituation to pain employed pain intensities as an index of habituation. A few reports are available on the emotional aspects of repetitive painful stimulation.\textsuperscript{18} As mentioned above, pain is greatly affected by emotional factors, such as pleasantness/unpleasantness and anxiety. Therefore, it is possible that emotional factors are intensified even though habituation to pain alleviates perceived pain. In this study, we examine the effects of repeated painful stimulation on pain intensities, as well as emotional aspects of pain.

Materials and methods

Eight university students (six females, two males) volunteered to participate in this study. Subjects’ ages ranged from 20 to 21 years. The mean age ± standard deviation of the subjects was 20.4 ± 0.5 years. All subjects had no history of neurological or psychiatric disease or drug abuse, no history of chronic or acute pain, and were not taking any form of analgesic, antidepressant, antianxiety, or antihypertensive medication. Subjects were asked to refrain from alcoholic beverages for 2 hours before the experiment. Given the known influence of depression on pain processing and perception, we confirmed that our subjects were not suffering from depression and anxiety. Therefore, it is possible that emotional factors are intensified even though habituation to pain alleviates perceived pain in humans.
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much so”. Scores range from 20 to 80, with higher scores indicating more anxiety. Before the experiment, all subjects were assessed for state anxiety in the usual resting condition (resting state), using the STAI.

The number and application time of pain stimuli were determined in reference to the procedure of Bingel et al. The pain stimulation protocol consisted of a session of heat stimuli. These stimulation sessions consisted of ten blocks of thermal stimuli, with each block containing a series of six pain stimuli (each lasting 6 seconds, interstimulus interval of 5 seconds), resulting in a total number of 60 thermal stimuli. The interblock interval was 30 seconds. Painful stimuli (1°C above the pain threshold) were applied via a thermal probe to the medial side of the nondominant forearm (site 1). The painful stimulus intensity measured on day 1 was used for all sessions.

The thermal probe was 10×10 mm in size, and the probe was placed on one of the three possible positions on the forearm to prevent skin sensitization. On each day, pain threshold and pain tolerance were assessed immediately before and after the repeated pain stimulation procedure. The subjects received one session of painful stimulation. After each stimulation, subjects rated the perceived pain intensity and unpleasantness. Furthermore, state anxiety levels were also assessed immediately before and after one session of repeated pain stimulation. The subjects received a daily session of the same temperature of painful thermal stimulations on 3 consecutive days.

Statistical analysis
Pain thresholds and pain tolerance levels obtained at each of the three sites were averaged individually. In order to grade pain intensities and unpleasantness due to pain, we calculated the mean of the VAS values of each block. We also totaled the state anxiety scores of STAI to analyze changes of state anxiety. We compared daily pre- and poststimulation values using Student’s t-test to verify immediate changes of pain thresholds, pain tolerance levels, and STAI. Moreover, we compared data of pain thresholds, pain tolerance levels, STAI, pain intensities, and anxiety from the 3 days, to assess chronological changes of these parameters. For analysis of statistical significance, one-way repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. If the analysis showed significance, post hoc comparisons were made using Tukey–Kramer multiple comparison tests. Analyses were carried out using GraphPad Prism 4.0 statistical software (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Statistical significance was considered as P<0.05.

Results
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of pain thresholds and pain tolerance levels obtained at each site during the 3-day experimental period. Changes of pain threshold and pain tolerance at all measurement sites did not show statistically significant differences between pre- and post-stimulation sessions. Furthermore, chronological changes of pain thresholds and pain tolerance levels at all measurement sites did not show statistically significant differences between both prestimulation sessions and poststimulation sessions during the 3 days.

Results of VAS ratings for pain intensity and unpleasantness were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. VAS ratings for pain intensity of repeated pain stimulation of day 2

Table 1 Pain threshold and pain tolerance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold (degree)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal medial volar forearm of nondominant hand (site 1)</td>
<td>44.9±1.6</td>
<td>44.9±2.2</td>
<td>44.3±2.6</td>
<td>44.6±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal medial volar forearm of nondominant hand (site 2)</td>
<td>44.9±1.9</td>
<td>44.6±1.0</td>
<td>44.1±1.6</td>
<td>43.8±2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal medial volar forearm of dominant hand (site 3)</td>
<td>44.7±1.6</td>
<td>44.2±2.0</td>
<td>44.3±2.1</td>
<td>42.9±3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance (degree)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal medial volar forearm of nondominant hand (site 1)</td>
<td>48.8±1.5</td>
<td>49.2±1.1</td>
<td>49.1±2.3</td>
<td>49.2±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal medial volar forearm of nondominant hand (site 2)</td>
<td>48.9±1.3</td>
<td>48.8±1.0</td>
<td>48.6±2.2</td>
<td>49.0±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal medial volar forearm of dominant hand (site 3)</td>
<td>49.1±2.1</td>
<td>48.7±1.6</td>
<td>48.8±2.6</td>
<td>48.4±2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation.
Abbreviation: NS, not significant.
(5.86±1.77) (P=0.01) and day 3 (5.17±2.26) (P=0.02) were decreased significantly compared with VAS ratings for day 1 (7.11±1.83) (Table 2).

VAS ratings for unpleasantness of repeated pain stimulation did not show statistically significant differences in poststimulation sessions during the 3 days (7.14±1.64 [day 1]; 6.03±1.36 [day 2]; and 6.29±2.07 [day 3]) (Table 2). Unpleasantness was maintained during the 3 days.

Results of state anxiety scores were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. State anxiety scores showed statistically significant differences during the 3 days. State anxiety scores of the poststimulation sessions of day 1 (51.88±10.47) were increased significantly compared with usual state anxiety scores (37.13±6.36) (P=0.02) and prestimulation sessions of day 1 (38.50±5.13) (P=0.04) (Figure 1). In addition, state anxiety scores of the poststimulation sessions of day 3 (52.13±11.86) were increased significantly compared with usual state anxiety scores (37.13±6.36) (P=0.01) and prestimulation sessions of day 1 (38.50±5.13) (P=0.03) (Figure 1). On the other hand, state anxiety scores of the prestimulation sessions did not show statistically significant differences during the 3 days (Figure 1).

Discussion
The present study examined whether pain intensity, pain tolerance, unpleasantness, and anxiety were influenced by repeated painful stimulation. Our results showed neither immediate nor chronological changes of pain thresholds and pain tolerance levels. However, observed reductions of pain intensity in response to repeated pain stimulation over 3 days were consistent with those reported by Bingel et al.11 On the other hand, the experience of unpleasantness following repeated painful stimulation lasted for 3 days, with no significant change. Furthermore, anxiety was significantly aggravated after the stimulation compared with anxiety in the resting state and prestimulation anxiety on day 1.

With regard to subjective reports of pain intensity, recent studies showed that repeated painful stimulation in healthy subjects alleviates acute pain and causes habituation to painful stimuli.11,12,16 It is suggest that this process is in part mediated by the antinociceptive system.11,17 We also observed habituation to pain intensity in the present study. However, the pain threshold and pain tolerance level observed at the measurement sites of the ipsilateral-and contralateral sides showed no significant change. Rennefeld et al16 examined habituation to pain at sites different from stimulation sites, including the contralateral side, and reported that the degree of habituation to pain was reduced at the stimulation sites, at different sites on the ipsilateral side, and at sites on the contralateral side in order of decreasing habituation. They suggested that the predominant effect at the site of stimulation application compared with the heterotopic response decrement may result from a combination of central and peripheral effects, such as peripheral fatigue of Aδ- and C-fiber nociceptors.24,25 Fatigue refers to a decrement in the response to repeated stimuli applied to the receptive field of sensory cells. Repetitive stimulation of the receptive field of a nociceptor may also induce a reduction in discharges in both Aδ- and C-fiber nociceptive afferents.24,26 For this reason, it was possible that habituation to pain observed in the present study arose from the fatigue of peripheral nociceptors of Aδ- and C-fibers involved in ascending pain sensation inputs.

With regard to subjective reports of unpleasantness and anxiety, the affective motivational dimension underlies the unpleasantness associated with exposure to a noxious stimulation. Our results showed that pain intensity habituated over repeated stimulation however, our results also showed that unpleasantness and anxiety were not changed. We hypothesized that emotional factors, such as unpleasantness and anxiety, would be alleviated together with a habituation-associated reduction of pain intensity. However, we obtained opposite results, which suggest that pain intensity is habituated if pain persists and that emotional factors may not be habituated for pain.

The discrepancy between the results of pain intensity and those of unpleasantness and anxiety in the present study may be due to many factors, including differences in the response circuits. Concerning this issue, Kulkarni et al27 reported that directing people to pay attention to the location of a noxious stimulation activated the lateral pain system, whereas attention

Table 2 Visual analog scale of pain intensity and unpleasantness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain intensity</td>
<td>7.14±1.64</td>
<td>6.03±1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpleasantness</td>
<td>7.11±1.83</td>
<td>5.86±1.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1 vs day 2</th>
<th>Day 1 vs day 3</th>
<th>Day 2 vs day 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P=0.01</td>
<td>P=0.02</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. *P<0.05 vs pain intensity of day 1.
Abbreviations: NS, not significant; vs, versus.
to the unpleasantness of the noxious stimulation activated the medial pain system. Damage to the lateral pain system makes it difficult to localize or describe the physical characteristics of pain; however, an unpleasant experience persists. Therefore, it is suggested that primary circuits involved in pain intensity differ from those involved in emotion. Habituation to pain in relation to emotion has been reported, using pain sensation during the presentation of pleasantness-, unpleasantness-, or neutrality-provoking images. During and in between the images, suprathreshold electrocutaneous stimuli were delivered to evoke pain, the nociceptive flexion reflex, and a pain-evoked skin conductance response. Within-subject changes in pain responses were influenced by stimulation repetition and emotional valence.

However, habituation/sensitization slopes were unaffected by emotional valence. These results suggest that the circuit responsible for emotional modulation of pain is less susceptible to habituation or sensitization. In other words, emotional pain is hardly influenced by habituation to pain or by sensitization. In the present study as well, we observed no relationship between a habituation-induced reduction of pain intensity and anxiety as an emotional factor. Moreover, Ushida et al reported that all subjects, who experienced gentle pricks to the right palm, felt unpleasant when watching a video that depicted real pricks. These authors concluded that the experience of pain caused memory retrieval of unpleasant experiences, which is possibly related to empathy for pain. Therefore, it is possible that learning sustained anxiety or unpleasantness influences the chronicity of pain by affecting the medial pain pathway.

Habituation is a general, nonspecific phenomenon. However, with respect to pain processing, there may be additional benefits. Clearly, one benefit is the immediate pain relief for the individual. Another benefit is that the ability to habituate to injuries and daily aches and pains may be a protective factor against the development of chronic pain. However, we have often experienced that even for a weak pain, when the pain continues, we feel strong discomfort. Emotional factors, such as unpleasantness and anxiety, may continue to exist as long as a subject is exposed to persistent pain of a milder degree. Mood and emotional state have a significant impact on the resultant pain perception and ability to cope. For example, it is a common clinical and experimental observation that being anxious about pain can exacerbate the pain experienced. Therefore, when we assess the pain condition, it is suggested that we should assess the emotional aspect of pain continuously if the pain is reduced, and we should provide a continuous psychosocial support.

This study has some limitations. First, in the present study, unpleasantness and anxiety were assessed subjectively by VAS and STAI. We did not verify other emotional factors in this study. Pain is affected by various emotional factors. Therefore, other psychological measures need to be investigated. Furthermore, a more objective examination of changes of emotional factors requires the assessment of physiological indicators of the autonomic nervous system, including skin conductance levels and heart rates. Second, in the assessment of pain intensity, there was no examination of cerebral or other neurological functions representative of sensory aspects of pain, or anxiety and unpleasantness representative of emotional aspects of pain. Third, sex differences were not examined in the current study. Sex differences should influence the effects of repeated pain stimulation since reports suggest that women have lower thresholds and tolerance for pain than men. Finally, our study sample size was small. Pain is an unpleasant sensation, and it is always subjective and emotional. Therefore, pain can be highly influenced by the individual’s psychological state or by environmental factors. Further studies with a larger sample size are needed to clarify the relationship between pain intensity and anxiety in habituation to pain.

**Conclusion**

From the results of this preliminary study, we cannot make conclusions about the relationships between pain intensity and anxiety in habituation to pain or the possible mecha-
nisms responsible for our findings. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that emotional factors may not be habituated.

This preliminary study provides information on habituation to repeated painful stimulation in healthy controls. Our results showed that repetitive painful stimulation induced habituation to pain intensity, a sensory aspect of pain, but unpleasantness and anxiety, which are emotional aspects of pain, may not be influenced by such stimulation. Additional studies and an increased number of subjects are needed to clarify the long-term effects of such stimulation.
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